
A survey on 1930 revealed that the majority of the audience and of the critics in Germany as well as in most 
European countries rejected dubbing. “The fusion of one man's body with another's voice was not accepted, 
perceived as strange and appalling. ”(...)Even occasions of successful lip-synchronicity estranged the audience 
because “the knowledge of the impossibility of a foreign movie star speaking German fluently constituted an 
inconsistency”. In Japan, even cultural inconsistencies was a reason to reject dubbing outright and up to now.

Yet on 1935, 90% of the german theaters played dubbed versions, and dubbing became the market standard 
between 1933 and 1939. This change coincided with the raise of extreme nationalism in many countries. 
“Nationalism perceives foreign-language films as offensive and threatening national identity and culture, which can 
be remedied by dubbing. (...) Dubbing provided a platform of manipulating the content of foreign films, ie. to 
'adapt it to the German mentality' an often used euphemism for pleasing Nazi censorship”. In this direction there 
was a series of restriction laws enforced on how many foreign-films will be imported. Moreover, the dubbed 
versions of the same film were ranked highly and they were given lower tax burden, while any dubbing of films 
shown in german territory had to be done in Germany and by Germans.

“The practice of dubbing continued also after WW II, as “a tool for 're-education' and cultural propaganda for the 
allied countries. (...) The backlog of 2500 US films produced during the war could not simply be exhibited since 
many were strongly anti-German. Dubbing provided once again a convenient tool for manipulating the films to fit 
the German market: potentially offensive scenes were cut out, anti-German dialogues were dubbed artfully to 
inconspicuously twist the plot and character of whole films to please the audience. Consequently, dubbing became 
the US language-transfer method of choice in post-War Germany.”
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“Studies show that in countries where subtitling is predominant, people prefer titles and do not perceive them as a 
problem. On the other hand, in countries where dubbing is used, people clearly prefer this presentation. (...) In 
other words, people seem to prefer whatever method they were originally exposed to and have resultantly grown 
accustomed to. The question remains how a preference for one translation method was established originally. 
Since dubbing is a more expensive and complex process, one might wonder what justified the additional cost and 
effort involved.”

“In Germany, Italy and Spain the very foundations of the post-war film industries were a direct legacy of earlier 
fascist governments. Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, in the 30's and 40's, and Spain under Franco 's early 
leadership, set about to tightly control their national film productions. (...) These countries nationalized and 
reorganized their respective film industries and created infrastructures that are still central to their film industries 
today.”

“Originally, dubbing was often the result of an overt governmental policy in a nationalistic environment.(...) The 
clear preference for dubbing in a nationalistic context cannot be fully understood without examining general 
language policies in the countries involved. The three fascist governments of Spain, Italy and Germany had similar 
language policies. They all insisted on having one standardized national language for the sake of national unity, 
and forbade minority groups to speak their own dialects or languages. These policies represented an 
unprecedented effort to strengthen a linguistic and political unity that was still fragile.”

“A strong nationalistic system tends to be closed and reject or limit outside influences, since the home system is 
perceived as the embodiment of a firmly-established, superior tradition. (...) Translation in a nationalistic 
environment must therefore be target-oriented in order to make foreign material conform as much as possible to 
the local standards. In this sense, dubbing is target-oriented.

Dubbing is an attempt to hide the foreign nature of a film by creating the illusion that actors are speaking the 
viewer's language. Dubbed movies become in a way, local productions. (...) Dubbing in short, is an assertion of 
the supremacy of the national language and its unchallenged political, economic and cultural power within the 
nation's boundaries.

Subtitling, on the other hand, “rather correspond to an extreme strategy, in which the original is not deleted, but 
in which it is just supported (...) The use of subtitling corresponds to the so-called adequate translation, as a 
bilingual book does; it is partly a non translation' Viewers are constantly reminded of the foreignness of a film by 
the presence of the original soundtrack. Subtitling indirectly promote the use of a foreign language as an everyday 
function in addition to creating an interest in foreign culture. No extreme nationalistic society could allow a foreign 
language to reach the masses so easily and compete with its national language. 

“Suppressing or accepting the foreign nature of imported films is a key to understanding how a country perceives 
itself in relation to others, and how it views the importance of its own culture and language.”
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